
Skills: 
GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY  

STAR Days  
                                                               Planning: Spring Term 1 - 2017 
Year Group: Y1           Teacher’s Names: Peta Medcalf 
Text: The Flinstones & Jetsons 
 

WEEK  1 Theme:   Mary Poppins 

Wednesday 4th – Friday 6th January  

Learning Experiences: 
Immersion in whole school text: We will explore Mary Poppins 
 
-Bert’s pavement drawings: We will sketch scenes from the film in 
the playground. 
-We will reflect on our favourite parts of the film and our favourite 
stories told by Mary Poppins. 
 
-Mary Poppins Tea party: Steps to making the perfect cup of tea 
 Cutting jam sandwiches into halves and quarters 
-Recipe for a nanny: Students discuss what ingredients a good 
nanny needs. 
 
-Let’s go fly a kite: We will make and test kites. 
 
 
 

Skills: 
Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 

-          Read contractions & understand purpose 

-          Make simple predictions  

Art Skills: 

- Use a range of materials 

- Develop techniques of colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and  space  

STEM Skills: 

-   Count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from any 
given number 

-    Count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of twos, fives and 
tens 

-    Given a number, identify one more and one less 

-    Identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations including the 



number line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, least 

-    Read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words. 

-   Read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+), subtraction (–) 
and equals (=) signs 

-    Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero 

-   Solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete objects and 
pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = – 9.  

-    Identify and name 2D shapes 

-Measuring using formal and informal units of measurement 

 

 

WEEK 2 Theme:  Cave Scout Jamboree 

Monday 9th -  Wednesday 11th January 

Learning Experiences:  
-We will immerse ourselves in this week’s episode of The 
Flinstones, ‘Cave Scout Jamboree’. We will explore the Stone age 
and the beginning of Evolution on a timeline. 
 
-We will investigate this time period by making our own fossils and 
artefacts. Including Stone Age jewellery. 
 
-KS1 Reading Tree- 
 
-STEM Groups:  
 
-GPS: Verbs; What activities did the Flinstones and Rubbles do on 
their camping trip? 
 
STEM: Maths in the scene carousel 
-Halving boy scouts 
-Directing Fred around the campsite (whole, half and quarter turns) 
-Dividing boy scouts into campsites 
 
-Cave drawing stories: Students re-tell a story by looking at cave 
drawings. 
 
-Seasonal changes: The ice age and the effect of extreme 
seasons 

Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 

-          Read contractions & understand purpose 

-          Make simple predictions  

STEM Skills: 

-   Count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from 
any given number 

-    Count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of twos, fives 
and tens 



-    Given a number, identify one more and one less 

-    Identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations 
including the number line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than 
(fewer), most, least 

-    Read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words. 

-   Read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+), 
subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs 

- Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20 

-    Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero 

-   Solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete 
objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = – 9.  

Friday 13th January 

Friday Big Write: Inventions  
KS1 writing groups: describe the flying machine 
We will watch the short film about the invention of a flying machine 
and students will write a descriptive piece about it. 
 

 
Specialisms 
PE 

Skills: 
Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 

-          Read contractions & understand purpose 

-          Make simple predictions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WEEK 3  Theme: Jetsons: Rosie the Robot 

Monday 16th- Wednesday 18th January 

Learning Experiences: 
-This week we will look at the first episode of The Jetsons. We will 
compare the Jetson’s house to our own homes. 
 
-Living in Space Carousel: 

- Missing Planet addition 
- Multiplying moons 

      -     Ordering planets 
-Reading Tree 
 
-GPS: Nouns and adjectives 
 
-STEM Groups:  
 
-Students will describe life in space using information they have 
learnt this week. 
 
 
 
 
 
-Spelling Test 

Skills:  
Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 

-          Read contractions & understand purpose 

-          Make simple predictions 

STEM Skills: 

-   Count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from any 
given number 

-    Count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of twos, fives and 
tens 

-    Given a number, identify one more and one less 

-    Identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations including the 
number line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, least 

-    Read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words. 

-   Read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+), subtraction (–) 
and equals (=) signs 

- Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20 

-    Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero 

-   Solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete objects and 
pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = – 9.  

 



Friday 20th January 

Learning Experiences: Inventions  
KS1 writing groups: instructions & how it works 
This week we will focus our writing on how the flying machine 
works. How is it powered? We will write an instruction manual with 
lots of information about how it works. 

 
Friday Big Write 
Specialisms 
PE 

Skills: 
Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 

-          Read contractions & understand purpose 

-          Make simple predictions 

 

WEEK 4 Theme: Flinstones: Dino Disapears 

Monday 23rd –Wednesday 25th January 

Learning Experiences: 
-This week we will watch the episode of The Flinstones where 
Dino Disappears. We will imagine what it would be like to have a 
pet dinosaur as we prepare for our dinosaur egg to hatch. 
-We will observe the changes to the egg over 48 hours and will 
predict what will happen to our egg. 
 
-We will read the story ‘My Pet Dinosaur’ and write about what it 
would be like to have a pet dinosaur; what would we call it? What 
would we feed it? Where would it sleep?  
 
-Re-write the story of Owl babies as Dino babies. 
 
-We will create our dinosaur using newspaper 
 
-Dinosaur Carousel - Dino bone addition, Multiplying eggs, 2D 
dinosaurs 
-In groups we will recreate a dinosaur skeleton 

Skills: 
Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 



 
-STEM Groups:  
-Reading Tree Groups 
-Spelling Test 

-Read contractions & understand purpose 

-          Make simple predictions  

STEM Skills: 

-   Count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from any 
given number 

-    Count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of twos, fives and 
tens 

-    Given a number, identify one more and one less 

-    Identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations including the 
number line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, least 

-    Read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words. 

-   Read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+), subtraction (–) 
and equals (=) signs 

- Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20 

-    Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero 

-   Solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete objects and 
pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = – 9.  

-    Identify and name 2D shapes 

Friday 27th January 

Learning Experiences: Inventions 
KS1 writing groups: adverts 
This week we will focus our writing on how to persuade people to 
buy our new flying machine invention. We will create 
advertisements using persuasive language.  

 
Specialisms 
PE 

Skills: 
Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 

-          Read contractions & understand purpose & make simple predictions 



 

WEEK 5 Theme: Jetsons: Elroy in Wonderland 

Monday 30th January- 1st February Data Capture 3 

Learning Experiences: 
-This week we will watch the episode of The Jetsons where Elroy 
finds a wonderland filled with old tools after a day spa swap his 
real dog for a robot dog. We will explore good and bad inventions 
and recycling. 
 
-We will describe the pro’s and con’s of having a robot dog rather 
than a real dog just like Elroy has to when the spa swaps his dog. 
 
-We will create our own robot using recycled materials and look at 
3D shapes used to make our robot. 
 
-Moving rocket art. 
 
 
-Students will create a planet and then write a description of their 
new planet. 
 
 

 
-STEM Groups:  
-Reading Tree Groups 
-Spelling Test 
 

Skills: 
Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 

-          Read contractions & understand purpose 

-          Make simple predictions  

STEM Skills: 

-   Count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from any 
given number 

-    Count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of twos, fives and 
tens 

-    Given a number, identify one more and one less 

-    Identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations including the 
number line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than (fewer), most, least 

-    Read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words. 

-   Read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+), subtraction (–) 
and equals (=) signs 

- Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20 

-    Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero 

-   Solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete objects and 
pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = – 9 

 



Friday  3rd Febuary 

Learning Experiences: Inventions 
KS1 writing groups: buyer’s review 
This week we will focus our writing on reviewing the invention. We 
will use lots of the language of opinions eg I feel that, In my 
opinion, I found … 

 
Specialisms 
PE 

Skills: 
.Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 

-          Read contractions & understand purpose 

-          Make simple predictions  

 

WEEK  6 Theme: The Flinstones Meet The Jetsons 

Monday 6th – Wednesday 8th February 

Learning Experiences: 
-This week we will watch the The Flinstones Meet The Jetsons and 
compare the similarities and differences between the two shows. 
 
-We will write a comparative piece about the two families. 
 
-We will compare new and old inventions; 
-Stone Age inventions: We will research stone age inventions; i.e. the wheel 
and recreate the Flinstone’s family car. 
 
-Inventions Carousel 

- Missing Tools Addition 
- Sorting recycling 
- Inventor word problems 

 
-Future Inventions; We will research scientific breakthrough’s and look at 
how close we are to having our own space cars like The Jetsons. 
 

Skills: 
Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 



-We will discuss ways of looking after our planet so that we can live to see 
some of the inventions that appear in The Jetsons. 
 
-STEM Groups:  
-Reading Tree Groups 
-Spelling Test 
 
 

-          Read contractions & understand purpose 

-          Make simple predictions  

STEM Skills: 

-   Count to and across 100, forwards and backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from 
any given number 

-    Count, read and write numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of twos, 
fives and tens 

-    Given a number, identify one more and one less 

-    Identify and represent numbers using objects and pictorial representations 
including the number line, and use the language of: equal to, more than, less than 
(fewer), most, least 

-    Read and write numbers from 1 to 20 in numerals and words. 

-   Read, write and interpret mathematical statements involving addition (+), 
subtraction (–) and equals (=) signs 

- Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20 

-    Add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers to 20, including zero 

-   Solve one-step problems that involve addition and subtraction, using concrete 
objects and pictorial representations, and missing number problems such as 7 = – 9 

Friday 10th February 

Learning Experiences:  
KS1 writing groups: fact file about someone from flight history 
This week we will focus our writing on creating a fact file about a famous 
person from the history of flight. Students will research using their ipads and 
explain what this person did and how they became so well known. 

 
 
Specialisms 
PE 

Skills: 
.Literacy Skills: 

-          Leave spaces between words 

-          Begin to use basic punctuation: . ? ! 

-          Use capital letters for proper nouns. 

-          Use common plural & verb suffixes 

-          Listen & respond appropriately 

-          Ask relevant questions 

-          Maintain attention & participate 

-          Use very common prefixes & suffixes 

-          Form lower case letters correctly 

-          Compose sentences orally before writing 

-          Read own writing to peers or teachers 

-          Spell very common ‘exception’ words 

-          Read contractions & understand purpose & make simple predictions 



 
 
 
 


